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Abstract. Cryptographic key material needs to be protected. Currently,
this is achieved by either pure software based solutions or by more ex-
pensive dedicated hardware security modules. We present a practical
architecture to project the security provided by the Trusted Platform
Module and Intel Trusted eXecution Technology on a virtual security
module.
Our approach uses commodity personal computer hardware to offer in-
tegrity protection and strong isolation to a security module which imple-
ments a compact security API that has been fully verified. Performance
results suggest that our approach offers an attractive balance between
speed, security and cost.
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1 Introduction

In public key infrastructures the secure handling of private key material is of
critical importance. Yet, in many cases, simple software key stores are used due
to their flexibility and low costs. They achieve only a very basic security against
simple attacks, especially as their runtime memory is exposed to attacks [18]. On
the other end of the market spectrum, Hardware Security Modules (HSMs) [11,3]
offer isolated and protected secure processing environments hardened against a
wide range of software and hardware attacks. Naturally, these devices tend to
be expensive.

The technological convergence of Trusted Computing platforms with HSMs,
as noted by Smith [34], allows for improved security levels on commodity general-
purpose systems and thus offers a compromise between the two contradictory
goals of minimizing costs and maximizing security.

In this paper we present the design and implementation of a Trusted Virtual
Security Module (TvSM) that offers a restricted set of security critical operations
and manages cryptographic keys. A hardware-supported virtualization platform
on commodity PC hardware with Intel Trusted eXecution Technology (TXT) [17]
extensions offers protection against insecure applications running on the same
system and further ensures the integrity of the module through the Trusted
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Platform Module (TPM). Within the TvSM, a flexible key hierarchy allows to
support different use cases. As even for commercial HSMs logical API flaws have
opened the way for attacks [7], we perform a formal security verification of the
module’s API. Prototype implementation results suggest that the cryptographic
performance is in-league with medium-sized HSMs and a significant speedup
when compared to the TPM.

Outline The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we sum-
marize the state-of-the-art of available security modules and of Trusted Com-
puting platforms. Section 3 presents our architecture of a virtual security mod-
ule, a software security module integrated with a modern trusted virtualization
platform. A formal description of the module’s API is presented along with veri-
fication results. In Section 4 we describe our implementation of the architecture,
provide performance results and review the security level attainable. The paper
concludes in Section 5.

2 Background

2.1 Security Modules

Current mass-market implementations1 of secure key stores are either pure soft-
ware based solutions or dedicated hardware implementations. Software security
modules are, by concept, rather simple software libraries.

A typical client application will access them via the industry standard
PKCS #11 [29] interface. Software security modules perform cryptographic op-
erations in software and store sensitive data such as private keys protected with a
secret password. Some modules take care to zero sensitive data after usage, some
may not. Due to their operation within platform system RAM a malware-prone
platform such as the common industry standard PC platform cannot effectively
prevent the access to private key material in a software security module [18].

Hardware Security Modules provide a protected environment for processing
of critical data. This comprises areas for execution of security functions as well as
storage and management for sensitive data such as cryptographic keys. Hardware
security modules are separate computing entities, often shielded or encased to
prevent or detect physical manipulation. Some HSMs require proof of physical
presence at system startup, be it to press a button, or to provide some sort of
authentication token (a smart card, a PIN-code, or a multi-part USB-token).
Dedicated hardware defense mechanisms protect data stored inside the HSM
and will destroy the key memory if physical manipulation is detected.

Anderson presents a concise survey of hardware security co-processors [3]
with the market offering a wide variety of functions and performances. Well-
documented commercial designs are those of the IBM 4758 [35,11] and IBM

1 http://www.fanaticmedia.com/infosecurity/archive/Feb10/Authentication%

20Tokens%20story.htm

http://www.fanaticmedia.com/infosecurity/archive/Feb10/Authentication%20Tokens%20story.htm
http://www.fanaticmedia.com/infosecurity/archive/Feb10/Authentication%20Tokens%20story.htm
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4764 series [5]. A less commercial, rather open hardware and software design
was proposed by Gutmann [18].

The performance achieved often determines the price of a module. A typical
smart card based HSM can sign data in a few seconds, some high speed HSMs
with cryptographic hardware acceleration reach more than 10 000 signature cre-
ations per second.

A client application can access the module’s services through PKCS #11 or
custom Application Programming Interfaces (API). The design of such a security
API is difficult and attacks have been found that allow the extraction of secret
key material not only in theory, but also in practice for commercial HSMs [7].

2.2 Trusted Platforms

Trusted Computing as it is available today is based on specifications of the
Trusted Computing Group (TCG). The core hardware component is the Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) [37]. Similar in performance and implementation to a
smart card, the TPM features tamper-resilient cryptographic primitives, such
as an RSA engine. In addition, it is physically bound to its host device. The
TPM can bind data to the platform by encrypting it with a non-migratable key,
which never leaves the TPM’s protection. The TPM also helps to guarantee the
integrity of measurements of software components by offering a set of Platform
Configuration Registers (PCRs). PCRs exactly document the software executed
in the transitive trust model, where each software component is responsible to
measure the following component before invoking it. A trustworthy root of trust
for measurement, either a component of the static BIOS software or the result
of a dynamically invoked special CPU instruction, serves as initial starting point
for this process.

These mechanisms allow projecting the trust from a dedicated, trustworthy
hardware security module onto the operating system and services of a general
purpose platform. An early example is given in the Dyad System [38]. After the
introduction of the TPM, the Enforcer platform [22] showed integrity protection
mechanisms that can be applied as basis for possible security applications such
as the Bear software security processor [21]. Similarly, IBM’s Integrity Measure-
ment Architecture [30] integrates PCR measurements of file accesses in a Linux.
These first generation of trusted platforms offer hardware-guaranteed integrity
measurement, but only operating system-level process separation and memory
protection.

System Virtualization is a stronger way of dividing the resources of a com-
puter into multiple execution environments. Commonly, virtualization is con-
trolled by a singleton hypervisor, a superior control entity which directly runs
on the hardware and manages it exclusively. It enables the creation, execution
and hibernation of isolated partitions, each hosting a guest operating system
and the virtual applications building on it. Among systems [27,15] that use
system virtualization for separation and isolation, Nizza [33] extracts security
critical code out of legacy applications, transferring them into a separate par-
tition. A combination of virtualization and the static root of trust mechanisms
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of the TPM leads to second generation trusted platforms such as [12,26,9,31]. A
general drawback is the influence of firmware code on the static chain-of-trust.
Individual hardware’s BIOS is part of the state and this fact complicates update
procedures and precludes the a priori definition of trusted configurations.

Such platforms have nonetheless been used to provide cryptographic key
storage and protection. Targeted on applications like web-browsing and SSH
authentication, Kwan and Durfee introduce Vault [20] to handle sensitive in-
formation via a GUI in a separate virtual machine. Likewise, TruWallet [14]
acts as secure TLS proxy that securely stores and handles user credentials in an
integrity-protected application in a TPM-protected compartment. Virtual TPMs
[6] provide TPM functionality to several partitions by multiple isolated software
simulations of TPMs.

Modern PC hardware from AMD [2] and Intel [17] provides, in addition to
the TPM, the option of a dynamic switch to a known-secure system state and
strong, chip-set guaranteed separation of memory for different partitions. Re-
cently, progress has been made towards a third generation of trusted platforms,
where a dynamic root of trust for measurement can be invoked at any time,
making the chain-of-trust independent of legacy software components such as
the BIOS and thus deterministic. BIND [32] uses AMD’s Secure Virtual Machine
(SVM) [2] protection features to collect fine grained measurements on both input
and the code modules that operate on it so that the computation results can be
attested to. Flicker [24] isolates sensitive code by halting the main OS, switching
into AMD SVM, and executing short-lived pieces of application logic (PALs).
PALs may use the TPM to document their execution and handle results. As a
trusted hypervisor, TrustVisor [23] is initiated via the DRTM process, assumes
full control and allows to manage, run and attest multiple PALs in its protection
mode, without the repeating switch costs incurred by the Flicker approach.

3 A (Trusted Virtual) Security Module

Our architecture can be characterized by the integration of two components: A
robust base software platform build on Trusted Computing enhanced commodity
hardware, and a software security module which implements a compact security
API. Together, they are designed to offer a flexible service that still exposes only
a minimal attack surface.

3.1 Trusted Virtualization Platform

Our acTvSM platform2 is a third generation Trusted Computing architecture,
specifically designed to host software security modules. It enforces integrity guar-
antees to itself as a software platform and the applications and services it hosts
while applying strong hardware-based memory separation of partitions. The
platform takes advantage of the Linux Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM)

2 Available for download at http://trustedjava.sf.net

http://trustedjava.sf.net
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hypervisor, which is operated in a non-trivial configuration, which we call Base
System. In previous work we have presented the secure boot mechanism, the file
system layout [36] and application management and update [16] processes. We
now show the integration with the security module.

The secure boot process using Intel’s TXT ensures execution of a known-
good hypervisor configuration. The GETSEC[SENTER] CPU instruction provides
a well-defined, trusted system state. During boot a chain-of-trust is established
by measuring software components into the TPM’s PCRs. A measurement m in
this context is a 160 bit SHA-1 hash which is stored in PCR i using the one-
way extend operation: extendi(m) = PCRt+1

i = SHA-1(PCRt
i ||m). For a PCRs

initial power-on state (t = 0) we write initiali and for several mj , j = 1..n we
write extendi{mj , ..,mn}. Note that this operation is the only way to alter the
content of a PCR and depends on the previous value. To achieve a certain value
in a PCR the same measurements have to be extended in the same order.

The TPM also serves as access-controlled, autonomous storage for two poli-
cies which are enforced. First, a Launch Control Policy (LCP), which is evalu-
ated by an Authenticated Code Module (ACM) provided by Intel, defines which
secure boot loader is allowed to run as a so called Measured Launch Environ-
ment (MLE) [19]. Second, a Verified Launch Policy (VLP), which is evaluated
by the secure boot loader, defines which subsequent Kernel, initrd and Base
System are allowed to be loaded and executed. Furthermore, mechanisms in the
Intel TXT chip set offer isolated partitions of main memory and restrict Direct
Memory Accesses (DMA) I/O to defined areas.

Based on these PCR measurements access to data can be restricted to a
known-good platform state. This can be achieved using the TPM’s ability to seal
data. Sealing and unsealing means to encrypt – respectively decrypt – data inside
the TPM with a key which is only available inside the TPM and where usage
of the key is restricted to a defined PCR configuration. Under the assumption
that the TPM is a tamper-resistant device this is a robust way to guarantee that
sealed data can only be accessed under a predefined platform state. An important
novel aspect of our architecture is that the measurements are predictable so the
PCR values can be calculated a priori and data can be sealed to a future trusted
states after a planned configuration update.

One of the platform’s peculiarities is a structured set of file systems. For
instance, measurements of the base system are taken over its whole file system.
To achieve the same measurement on every boot we use a read-only file system.
Comparable to a Linux Live-CD, an in-memory file system is merged to form
the runtime file system. Services and applications are stored on encrypted logical
volumes. Images can be read-only (therefore deterministically measurable) or
mutable.

Beginning from power on, the system performs a conventional boot and then
calls GETSEC[SENTER]. After returning from that call, the system continues to
transit between system states Sboot, Supdate and Sapplication. The state Sboot is
reached where ACM and MLE have been measured and the secure boot loader
has already launched the kernel and the code contained in the initial ram-disk
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is in charge. In Supdate, the platform has measured the full code base of the base
system and accepts maintenance operations3 by the platform administrator, re-
spectively TPM owner. Sapplication differs from Supdate by an arbitrary token
that indicates that changes to the persistent state are prohibited and applica-
tions can now be offered. Finally, the chain-of-trust includes the security module
service by a measurement of the module’s software image before it is mounted.
More formally,

Sboot :=
{
initial14, initial15,

extend18{secure boot loader, linux kernel},
extend19{initrd}

}
Supdate :=

{
Sboot, extend14{base system}

}
Sapplication :=

{
Supdate, extend15{token }

}
Sservice :=

{
Sapplication, extend13{security module image}

}
.

This precise definition of the expected and trustworthy system state rep-
resents a integrity-guaranteed boot of the platform up to the security module
service. With it the TPM’s sealing mechanism is used to restrict access to the file
system access keys for the security module image to Sservice only. Complemen-
tarily, the hardware assisted memory isolation of the chip-set provides runtime
isolation. Note that TXT also enforces DMA restrictions and memory zeroiza-
tion upon boot cycles. Thus the virtualization platform ensures the protected
operation of the virtual security module. The virtual security module experi-
ences no extra performance penalty when compared to other general purpose
applications in their respective partitions.

3.2 Virtual Security Module

We now describe the design of a cryptographic software module, which we outline
in Figure 1.

Obviously, our TvSM features many of the typical functionalities found in
other cryptographic modules. Connections are managed in sessions and authen-
tication protocols ensure that only authorized roles can perform critical op-
erations. This especially applies on initialization, backup and handling of key
material. RSA keys can be used to perform cryptographic signatures within the
module, but only if their creation-time defined restrictions support these op-
eration. Finally, the module supports the creation of key hierarchies which are
rooted in a single so-called master key. Other keys, or a hierarchy of storage keys,
can be wrapped with it. This architecture allows for external storage, back-up
of keys and scalability.

In addition to this generic design, we provide two enhancements to ensure
that the presented Trusted virtual Security Module does warrant trust in it.

3 In [16] we describe an update process that does not transit untrusted states.
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Fig. 2. The key hierarchy.

First, we apply recent advances in security API analysis already in the cre-
ation of the module’s security API. To this end, we propose a set of operations
that is specifically tailored to fit exactly the use case of performing cryptographic
signatures and to protect the private key material needed for this task. Assuming
that the design is correct, the module’s behavior should protect the key material
at all times and it is the security API’s task to ensure that private keys remain
under control of their authorized owner.

Second, we integrate the TvSM with the virtualization platform and build
upon functionality that is protected by an actual hardware security module,
namely the TPM. For instance, the module takes advantage of the hardware
cryptographic random number generator of the TPM as seed in key generation.

We also root the key hierarchy of each instance of the TvSM in a unique TPM-
key, which we refer to as identity key from now on. The overall key hierarchy
structure is illustrated in Figure 2. We use the identity key to protect the master
key, as well as for TvSM identification. Being non-migratable, the identity key
identifies the TvSM uniquely. During setup we associate the TvSM instance to
the identity key. The same key also protects the module’s master key by binding
it to the hardware platform. We choose the binding mechanism, as it does not
enforce a trusted state for the key, as this would preclude updates of any part of
the chain of trust after the module is deployed. Instead, the relation to a trusted
state is achieved by storing the key blob of the identity key in an encrypted file
system that is sealed to Sservice but can be re-sealed to future trusted states.

Previous work by Berger et al. [6] on the virtualization of the TPM recom-
mended a similar coupling of hardware-to-virtual module key hierarchies. The
Integration with our third-generation virtualization platform now allows us to
leverage TPM sealing to this end, even in the face of updates of the chain-of-
trust.
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3.3 API Design

We decided against implementing a full PKCS#11 [29] interface. This would
have increased implementation complexity, and would have precluded a concise,
full-scope security analysis on the level of detail we desire.

Instead, we decided to create a new design that supports a single use case:
the management and usage of asymmetric keys for cryptographic signatures.
This focus allows us to reduce the attack surface and to design the actually
needed functionality with full formal rigor. A number of contributions influenced
the design. For instance, we avoid arithmetic operations like XOR on API data
structures [40], clearly group related functionalities, use static types for keys
according to their use [37,13], use the verified authentication protocol SKAP
[8], store exported keys and their attributes together [7], and offer an easy to
program, typed, and object-oriented interface definition.

We use the the following syntax to give an abstract description of the core
operations. We denote as k a cryptographic key pair where kpriv, kpub are the
private resp. public asymmetric keys. Asymmetric encryption of m under key pair
(kpub, kpriv) is enc(m, kpub); decryption is dec(enc(m, kpub), kpriv) = m. RSA
signatures are written sig(m, kpriv). A handle (i.e. the assignment of a nonce to
identify an object behind the module’s security boundary) is the binding of nonce
n1 to key k1: h(n1, k1). Keyed integrity is denoted by HMACk(m). Attribute a
is element in attribute set A: A ⊇ a.

We describe the signature of API functions from the external Dolev-Yao [10]
view, and augment this with parameter conditions checked internally and ele-
ments freshly created, assuming successful authorization.

function : input
conditions checked−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

internal state change
output

Cryptographic keys are typed with attributes from the set {MST,MIG,SIG,
STO,EXT} and size and algorithm information for the respective key type de-
scriptors master, migratable, signature, storage and exportable. Note that only
storage keys may wrap other keys, and only signature keys may sign messages.
Attributes cannot be changed at any time after creation.

Overall, the API consistis of two interface, MaintenanceSession and Oper-

atingSession, with ten methods each and 29 helper classes. The Maintenance-
Session is concerned with initialization of a fresh module with a user-specific
key hierarchy beneath the unique Identity Key pair kID. kID is created when
installing the module’s software image and non-migratably bound to the TPM.
A Client in the MaintenanceSession uses kpubID in the SKAP protocol to au-
thenticate the session. Within the session, a singleton master key kM can be
freshly created calling method (1). If a master key is created with attribute MIG
set and if the necessary authorization is provided, it may be migrated (2) to
another identity key kID2 by using the TPM binding mechanism. Inversely, it
can be imported (3) to allow scalability by having several parallel instances of
the TvSM with the same key hierarchy. This scheme can also serve to establish
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a back-up process. kpubM is world readable (4) and a TvSM instance can also be
instructed to delete (5) the hierarchy root key.

createMasterKey : A
A⊇{MST,STO}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

new k
pub
M

,k
priv
M

,kM .A=A

h(nM , kM ) (1)

migrateMasterKey : kpub
ID2

km.A⊇{MIG,MST}−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ TPM BOUND DATA
k
pub
ID2

(kM ,A) (2)

importMasterKey : TPM BOUND DATA
k
pub
ID2

(kM ,A)
A⊇{MIG,MST}−−−−−−−−−−→ h(nM , kM ) (3)

getMasterKey : −→ kpub
M (4) destroyMasterKey : −→ ⊥ (5)

Fig. 3. Abstract TvSM Maintenance API.

Once a master key is established, it can be used to authenticate an Oper-

atingSession. Here, the master key is accessible by its handle (13). The key
hierarchy is built by creating (7) a fresh key pair under an existing storage key
k1 or kM . The return value of this creation process is a data structure that holds
the private key and the policy assigned to it. Confidentiality is protected by
encryption with parent key k1:

KBLOB(k2, k1) = {kpub2 , enc(kpriv2 , kpub1 ), enc(kS , k
pub
1 ), k2.A,

HMACkS
(kpub2 ||k

priv
2 , kS ||k2.A||..)} (6)

The TvSM is actually oblivious to the number of keys it can protect by
leaving the actual storage location of key blobs at the discretion of its clients.
Thus keys need to loaded (i.e. unwrapped) into a key slot before they can be used.
Keys can then be loaded (8) only, if the parent key has been previously loaded
for decryption. Slots may also be freed (14). Thus a hierachy of keys is created.
Application keys can be migrated (9) to other storage keys, if the attribute MIG
and a migration authorization secret was set at creation. Migration essentially
means the re-wrapping of a key previously wrapped under k1 to the new parent
k2. A different mechanisms is the import (10) of externally created keys. This
allows the TvSM to hold legacy keys and enforce that they are only used if the
correct credentials, i.e. authentication passwords are provided. Since the private
part of the key has been created externally, this has to be noted in the attribute
set. Only for this type of key, an export of the private key is allowed (11). Finally,
SIG keys can perform RSA signatures (12).

3.4 API Behavior Verification

The correct handling of key material through a security API is a complex chal-
lenge and several theoretical attacks have been identified in the past. Even for
commercial HSMs it has been shown that key material can be extracted [7]
through the software interfaces concerning the creation, import and export of
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createKey : h(n1, k1),A
k1.A⊇STO⊕k1.A⊇SIG−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
new k

pub
2 ,k

priv
2 ,k2.A=A

KBLOB(k2, k1) (7)

loadKey : KBLOB(k2, k1),h(n1, k1)
k1.A⊇STO & HMACvalid−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

new n2

h(n2, k2) (8)

migrateKey : h(n1, k1), h(n2, k2)
k1.A⊇MIG&k2.A⊇STO−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ KBLOB(k2, k1) (9)

importKey : k2, h(n1, k1),A
k1.A⊇STO&k2.A={SIG,EXT}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

new n2

KBLOB(k2, k1) (10)

exportKey : h(n, k)
k.A⊇EXT k−−−−−−−→ kpub, kpriv (11)

sign : m,h(n, k)
k.A⊇SIG−−−−−−→ sig(m, kpriv) (12)

getMasterKeyHandle :−→ h(nM , kM ) (13) unloadKey : h(n, k) −→ ⊥ (14)

Fig. 4. Abstract TvSM Operating API.

cryptographic keys. Important issues are the incompleteness of security policies
and implementations lacking checks and verifications of all pre-conditions and
policies at all times.

We have verified the key security policies of the TvSM against a formal model
of the API presented above. We created a machine-readable model based on the
API analysis method presented by Froeschle and Steel [13] and refined for the
results of [7].

The behavior of the API is modelled in the AVISPA intermediate format
(IF), a language originally designed as machine-generated input format to the
different back-ends of the AVISPA4 protocol analysis push-button tool kit. Of the
different AVISPA back-ends, we use SATMC [4] as back-end for our experiments.
SATMC decides the security of a model against specifications by converting it
through multi-set rewriting, linearization and various logical optimizations into
a finite satisfiability problem which is then fed into a SAT solver. In our case, the
MINISAT solver is used for this task. As with other model checkers, SATMC will
either report a concrete attack trace or conclude that no attack could be found.
SATMC is used because it can consider different system states in its analysis, a
feature not available in most other protocol-oriented verification tools.

We consider the selection of key policies as the most important part of the
design of an API, because most practical attacks have been found in this con-
text. We therefore chose the following security rules for the key policies, which
supplement the abstract API operations given in figures 3 and 4.

1. No MST key is EXT
2. STO keys are never EXT
3. A key must not be a SIG and STO key at the same time

From these statements we derive a truth table of valid key policies, which are
the only ones allowed within the TvSM. This table is then used to refine the key

4 http://www.avispa-project.org/

http://www.avispa-project.org/
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generation functions of the API definition to only create valid policies for the
model. For each other operation in the API, the appropriate pre-conditions are
set.

As with any other model checker tool, the such created model5 is verified
against a set of specifications. In the case of a security API, the specification
should be security properties regarding the handling of private keys. In a for-
malization, these security properties are the goals of an attack on the API and
describe what knowledge an Dolev-Yao intruder will attempt to gain. We assume
that the intruder starts with his public/private key pair and can easily attain a
handle to the Master-key through the API. Our security goal is then that the
intruder must not learn any further private keys that were created under the
protection of the security module. For SATMC this can be expressed by declar-
ing new private keys as secret and defining that the attacker must not learn
them.

We will now illustrate the verification undertaken with an example result
from our experiments. Assume that due to some oversight in implementing the
security policy of the module, the export key function (11) would not check that
the key policy of the key it is applied to has the EXT flag set. The SATMC tool
automatically detects this case and provides an easy-to-read trace containing the
following API calls so that we can observe how an attack could be performed.
First of all, a master key must be present; it is created (1) and a handle to
it requested (13). In the next step, some other key k with its security policy
configuration is created (7) under kM . Note that SATMC chooses one of several
possible configurations; for this example it only matters that k is not exportable,
i.e. EXT set to false. Next in the trace, this key is loaded (8). Finally, the
compromised operation of exporting a key (11) can be called on k. This should
never have occurred, as the key is not EXT. This last step breaks the security
goal, as the intruder learns the private key.

When insert the missing check of the EXT attribute in the such corrected
model, no attack are be found. As the model checker has tested all possible
command flows under the restrictions of its algorithm and the model, this verifies
that the API is correct and secure. We conclude that our approach can be used
to analyze the key policy of the TvSM and that it also allows to verify that the
right checks are made in the right places of the code. These results can therefore
be directly incorporated in the API specification and the TvSM implementation.

4 Implementation

4.1 Software Design

The general architecture of our implementation [28] is illustrated in Figure 5. The
TvSM server is a boot-able binary image which includes the core executable, li-
braries, a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and a Linux host operating system. The

5 http://www.iaik.tugraz.at/content/about_iaik/people/toegl_ronald/

TvSMVerification.zip

http://www.iaik.tugraz.at/content/about_iaik/people/toegl_ronald/TvSMVerification.zip
http://www.iaik.tugraz.at/content/about_iaik/people/toegl_ronald/TvSMVerification.zip
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image can be loaded into an isolated compartment. Compartments are man-
aged by a virtualization platform featuring attestation, secure boot, resource
isolation, off-line image encryption and TPM forwarding. It is based on De-
bian Linux with KVM and several specialized Trusted Computing libraries and
tools described in [36]. The DRTM late launch is performed with Intel’s tboot

loader. The API of our TvSM is accessible via the network interface using the
Java remote method invocation protocol.

Trusted Platform Hypervisor

TvSM

Host Hardware

Isolated Compartment

Other
Isolated
Compartments

TPM

Operating System

Core Executable

JVM jTSS

Network API

Operating System

JVM

Host Hardware

Isolated Compartment

TvSMOperating System

JVM

TvSM Library

Application

TvSM Library

Application

Fig. 5. Outline of the TvSM implementation.

An arbitrary client application can use the API through the TvSM client
library which hides the communication overhead. A client may run on the same
platform but confined in a different compartment or on a remote host platform.

4.2 Performance and Results

The TvSM server as well as the client application were operated on a Intel
VPro platform with a Intel Core 2 Duo P9500 CPU running at 2.54 GHz per
core running a Linux kernel 2.6.35-22 in 64 bit mode and Java JRE 1.6.0.22.
Cryptographic operations are performed by the Crypto Provider of the SIC
Crypto Toolkit [1].

The results for the TvSM are listed in Table 1 and measured from a Java
environment, thus include all software initialization and communication over-
heads, with means calculated over 100 repetitions. Note that the same code
base has been used for integration in the commercial XiTrust Business Server
solution6 that provides advanced signature services in the sense of EU Directive
1999/93/EC for electronic processes in large enterprises. The session opening in
the SKAP protocol takes about 750[ms], including a random number generation
procedure for session secret creation. Creating a 1024-bit RSA key pair takes a
mean time of about 60[ms]. It takes about 15[ms] to load a key into the TvSM.

6 http://www.xitrust.com/

http://www.xitrust.com/
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Table 1. TvSM imple-
mentation performance.

Operation Duration [ms]
min max mean

session init 708,0 814,0 766,0

create key 21,0 378,0 62,0

load key 12,0 21,0 13,0

sign 6,0 9,0 7,0

close session 1,0 11,0 2,0

Table 2. TPM performance on RSA 1024 bit keys.

Duration [ms]

TPM
key gen.

avg.
key gen.

max
sig

creation

Atmel v1.2.13.9 2756 6700 145
Broadcom
v1.2.6.77 1698 3538 300

Infineon v1.2.3.16 3342 7773 200

Intel v1.2.5.2 4564 15058 158

STM v1.2.8.16 2228 8308 288

With a time of 7[ms] per operation, the TvSM is capable of creating about 150
signatures per second using a 1024-bit RSA key pair. Session shutdown is done
in about 2[ms].

We now compare the performance results of our implementation to several
available TPMs. Again we include all overhead introduced from a Java environ-
ment using the jTSS library for TPM access. A typical TPM chip is capable
of creating about one key in three seconds and calculating about four to five
signatures per second. However, the hardware random number generators limit
the number of fresh keys that can be created as entropy needs to be gathered,
literally, over time. Creating a 1024-bit key can take up to 15[s]. The mean
durations for this test series are calculated over 15 repetitions.

In single threaded operation, our TvSM prototype implementation is capable
of creating continuously about 17 1024-bit RSA keys per second and calculating
about 150 signatures per second; in the signature creation task it equals about
30 times the throughput of a TPM, while in the key creation task this equals an
speedup of 50 on average and up to 700 in extremis. A higher speedup can be
expected with parallel sessions on multiple CPU cores.

4.3 Security Discussion

Attackers will attempt either to modify system states and their measurements,
extract cryptographic materials, manipulate code execution, or attempt control-
ling the base platform or the applications executing on top of it.

Some selected TPM implementations have been based on resilient SmartCard
architectures and certified according to Common Criteria EAL 4+ and provide
a robust security against all but the most sophisticated hardware attacks. Yet,
our platform does not store all critical data in the TPM at all times. Instead,
we leverage TPM and TXT to provide a certain level of modification resistance,
required by many applications and also of the FIPS 140 Security Level 2 stan-
dard [25], for the software executed. However, we are restricted to the security
level that can be achieved by these chip-set features. Commodity devices can
only be assumed to protect against very simple hardware attacks [17]. Hardware
security therefore depends on physical access control and diligent operational
procedures in data-centers and other deployment scenarios. We need to cau-
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tion that not much effort, i.e. less than e 100, is needed to break the security
guarantees of TXT if an attacker has physical access [39].

However, the TPM protects the sensitive cryptographic data (keys) that the
platform uses to guarantee the integrity of itself and of the TvSM application.
The platform fully utilizes the hardware based PCR-mechanisms that protect
measurements in the chain-of-trust of the components booted. Thus, a malicious
boot with a following attempt to start a virtual application will fail if any part in
the chain of trust was modified. Therefore, our platform can ensure that a trusted
system state is reached after boot. Once booted, the TvSM API will be isolated
via TXT and only provide the API specified. The formal analysis guarantees
that private key material cannot be exposed using the instructions of the API
offered. This will ensure a trustworthy behavior of the overall TvSM, assuming
that there is no exploitable implementation bug and no physical attack.

5 Conclusions

We present a practical approach to project the security provided by the Trusted
Platform Module through hardware virtualization and isolation on a virtual se-
curity module. Our TvSM offers a restricted set of security critical operations,
e.g. cryptographic key management and signatures. It provides for high opera-
tional flexibility and fast cryptographic operations without extra hardware. The
correctness of a formal model of the security API has been verified.

This Trusted virtual Security Module offers improved software attack re-
silience when compared to software key stores and better performance when
compared to the TPM. Thus, while our approach does not achieve the same
high level security as dedicated, tamper-resilient hardware modules, it offers an
attractive cost-security-performance balance.
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